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BREAKFAST CLUB NElvS 

The last meeting of the Breakfast Club was held in Anderson on 
Sunday, August 1, 1954, with the Civil Air Patrol, under the leader· 
ship of Captain Carl Crane, Commander of the CAP Squadron and Ben 
Johnson, manager of Carolina Aero Service, officiating as hosts. It 
was a very delightful "get-together" and breakfast was served on the 
airport in the CAP quarters. We were certainly glad to see that some 
members, such as Bill Coxe of Greenville arid Clint Giles of Clinton, 
return after a long absence. Doc Price conducted this meeting in his 
usual form. It was interesting to note that there were many new faces 
present at this meeting. we are always glad to see that we have some 
new interest and activity associated with this meeting. 

The next meeting of this Club will be held at the Moncks Corner 
Airport under the sponsorship of the Civil Air Patrol, on Sunday, 
August 15th. The members of this CAP group have done an outstanding 
job of promoting aviation interest and development at the Moncks Cor
ner Airport, and I think you owe it to yourself to be present to 
observe these improvements. You will find a very cordial welcome and 
we hope you will accept this opportunity to visit with these aviation 
enthusiasts. 

SARCAP TO BE HELD AT ROCK HILL 

Colonel A. A. Pate, Wing Commander of the Civil Air Patrol, 
announces that there will be a search and rescue operation conducted 
at Roddey Field, Rock Hill, on the weekend of August 6th and 7th. The 
CAP extends to everyon~ a cordial invitation to visit with them during 
this operation to observe the efficiency and endeavors of this worth
while organization. 

HIGH SPEED STALLS 

In the June issue of the Flying Farmer magazine, we noted the 
above entitled article, which we find very interesting. We are there-
fore submitting it to you as written. ., ~ 

"An abrupt pull-up at high speed not only zooms the stall speed 
of an airplane, but if carried to the extreme may cause structural 
failure. Assume an airplane, which has a normal stalling speed of 40 
mph, is flying at 120 mph. The pilot pulls the stick back abruptly; 
what is the load imposed on the wing? What happens to the stall speed 

The velocity of 120 divided by the normal stalling ' speed of 40 
will give a figure of 3 and three squared is nine, which is the wing 
load factor developed in this type of abrupt pull-up. If the airplane 
weighs 2,000 pounds, a load factor of nine would require the wing to 
carry 18,000 pounds momentarily, which is 9 g's and may cause struc
tural failure. 

If the wing and structure held, what would happen to the stall 
speed under these conditions? The stall speed multiplication factor 
is equal to the square root of 9 (load factor) which is three. There
fore, the normal 40 mph stall speed would be boosted to. _·120 mph, which 
is what is known as high speed st~. 
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It now becomes obvious if a steep banked turn is combined with 
an abrupt pull-up, it is impossible to keep the . airplane flying fast 
enough to stay out of a stall. 

The ~oral pointed up by these mathematics is this: STAY CLEAR OF 
STEEP BANKED '.f:(JRNS OR ABRUPT PULL-UPS NEAR THE GROUND. YOU ?-rAY NOT 
GET A SE·COND CHANCE. 
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THIS .AND . THAT. 

The. Greenville JIIunicipal Airport has an addi tiona! entertainment 
f eature in that a golf driving· range has been established adjacent to · 
t he terminal building. It is our belief that attractions such as this 
t-'ill help in bringing people to the airport. If you happen to be in 
Greenville and have available ' time, .drop in and "hit a few" with O.L. 
"Andy" Andrews, manager of the airport. 1·faybe you can improve his 
golf ability •••••••••• lve have been ~dvised that a D~1E (Distance measur
ing equipment) has beeri installed at the location of the Omni-station 
at..t Anderson and is now operational. 41 though not many civil aircraft 
other than scheduled 'air carriers have proper radio equipment to make 
use of this facility, it is anotner step in the many aids furnished to 
aviation by the Federal Government. This DHE device has a similar 
appearance ' to that of an air speed indicator, giving your relative 
distance from the station to the aircraft. We have received unoffici
al information that t~e cost of this equipment is approximately 
$3,000.0Q and has a weight of 40 pounds. It will soon be that a pilot 
who is completely lost, can turn on his radio ·equipment and within a 
few seconds know his exact position, with equipment such a:s .this •••••• 
It appears at the present time that there is hope again that Federal 
f~nds will be availabl~ for the improvement an~ development of air
ports. For many years prior to 1953, C.o.ngr~~s appropriated funds for 
such air,por.t development, however, last year no su.ch funds were 
appropriated. Under the present bill, $22 million will be appropriat
ed and South Carolina's share will be approximately $180,000 •••••••••• 
The air marking crew from : this Commissi9n has been very active for the 
past few weeks and at the present time they have completed approxi
mately 25 .markers, ne'J-1 and old, and our plans are to have completed by 
next spring, approximately 195 markers. If your community has been 
slighted in the past, we certain!~ hope to correct that .within the 
very near future •••••••••• Johnny awkins, Hawthorne Flying Service, 
Charleston, S. c., has recently returned from a weeks' stay at Beech ' 
Aircraft, Wichita, during which time he attended an aircraft sales 
program • . After ·this · indoctrination, Johnny has a very bright outlook 
for the sale of aircraft........... · 
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NOTE: 

We would like to call to your attention the correct mailing 
address of the CAA office here in Columbia, as we have been receiving 
their mail through error for some time. Please note the correct. 
address below: 

. J~ivil Aeronautics Administration District Office 
P. 0~ ·Box 368 
l~est Columbi-a;; South Carolina 

SOUTH CAROLINA AER~NAUTICS COMI"'J,IS!SION 
~ ~ 

P. C. SOX 117& 

COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 

SEC 34.66 P. L & ll 
U. S. POST AGE 

PAID 
Columbia, S. C. 
PERMIT NO. 61 
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